KRP-CL 600Vac, 225-600A, time-delay fuses (800A Class L case size)

Catalog symbol:
- KRP-CL-(amp)

Description:
Bussmann® series KRP-CL current-limiting fuses have the same performance characteristics as KRP-C fuses. (Current UL® standards do not cover Class L fuse ratings below 601 amp.) The KRP-CL fuse is used in applications where there is a need for Class L dimension fuses with 225 to 600 amp ratings. All KRP-CL fuses have the same dimensions as 800 amp Class L fuses.

Specifications:
Ratings
- Volts 600Vac or less
- Amps 225-600A
- IR 200kA RMS Sym.

Agency information
- RoHS compliant

Catalog numbers (amps)
- KRP-CL-225
- KRP-CL-250
- KRP-CL-300
- KRP-CL-350
- KRP-CL-400
- KRP-CL-450
- KRP-CL-500
- KRP-CL-600

Dimensions - in:
- Width: 0.38" ±0.03"
- Thickness: 3.75" ±0.06"
- Max. Length: 8.63" ±0.09"
- Max. Width: 6.75" ±0.06"
- Max. Thickness: 2.5" ±0.06" Max.

Recommended fuse blocks†:
- Catalog numbers
  - 51215: 1 Pole
  - 51235: 3 Pole

† No Agency listings available.
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